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Abstract. As computerization in healthcare services increase, the amount of
available digital data is growing at an unprecedented rate and as a result
healthcare organizations are much more able to store data than to extract
knowledge from it. Today the major challenge is to transform these data into
useful information and knowledge. It is important for healthcare organizations
to use stored data to improve quality while reducing cost. This paper first
investigates the data mining applications on centralized medical databases, and
how they are used for diagnostic and population health, then introduces
distributed databases. The integration needs and issues of distributed medical
databases are described. Finally the paper focuses on data mining studies on
distributed medical databases.
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1 Introduction
Today like all organizations healthcare organizations are also employing some sort of
information systems. These systems provide technology to store data which take the
form of numbers, text, chart or images. As a result large medical databases have
grown in today’s healthcare environment. These large medical databases store vast
amount of data that is not used. It is an important issue in Information Age to extract
knowledge from these data repositories, especially while healthcare organizations are
facing a major challenge on improving service of quality delivered at affordable costs.
The strategy to lower cost, raise quality and still be competitive in the information age
is to build up strong healthcare information systems for knowledge management and
decision support. Knowledge is the new capital of organizations. Today the economy
is knowledge economy.
Using computer and information technologies in healthcare services helps to
achieve efficiency, effectiveness in diagnostic decision making, cost economy, better
risk management and strategic planning in a competitive healthcare environment [1].
Organizations are much more able to store data than to extract knowledge from it.
Data modeling and analysis tools like data mining are widely used to generate
knowledge rich environment. Using data mining techniques on medical data helps
better decision making in diagnosis, better care on patients, finding way of preventing
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some diseases and early prevention in some medical areas, and all these provide cost
reduction, better risk management and quality of services in healthcare services.
The improvements in information technologies have not only brought services to
store data. Before the revolution in computer systems, most organizations had only a
handful of computers, and for lack of a way to connect them, these operated
independently from one another. The advances in microprocessors and networks
changed that situation. The result of these technologies brought distributed systems in
contrast to previous centralized systems [2]. Tanenbaum and Steen define distributed
system as a collection of independent computers that appear to the users of the system
as a single computer. Distributed systems made the connection of databases that are
geographically or physically separate from each other possible. The developments in
distributed technology also made information sharing possible. A shared information
system can be considered as a series of computer systems - each is also a data
repository - interconnected by some sort of communications network. Figure 1
visualizes a centralized database system and distributed database system.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of centralized and distributed databases

As a result of above mentioned developments in technology brings the concept of
distributed data mining. The medical data is distributed because the data repositories
are located in different hospital or different departments in one hospital and
heterogeneous because patient’s medical records can be stored in databases in
different forms, inspecting results can be saved as imaging files, clinical cases or
doctor’s advices can be saved as text documents, and other video or images. Today
the challenge is to extract knowledge from these distributed and heterogeneous data
repositories. Using data mining techniques on data stored in centralized databases is
common. It is possible to find applications of different data mining techniques on
different kind of medical data, which is naturally stored in centralized databases or the
data used has been centralized to accomplish the study. The application of data
mining on distributed databases is still not a common practice.
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The purpose of this paper is to review recent data mining trends on distributed
databases, give an insight about the studies and applications, and finally explore the
future directions in distributed medical databases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of data mining perspective on medical databases and data mining
applications in this area; section 3 explores the researches and studies about data
mining on distributed medical databases.

2 Data Mining on Medical Databases
Data mining is a field that uses database technology, statistics, pattern recognition,
data visualization, machine learning and expert systems for knowledge discovery. A
database is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be
accessed, managed and updated [3]. In today’s healthcare environment vast amount of
clinical and personal data about patients are kept in medical databases which take the
form of numbers, text, charts and images. Unfortunately, these data are rarely used to
support clinical decision making. There is a wealth of information hidden in these
data that is largely untapped [4]. The challenge is to transform these data into
information and knowledge. Data mining tools make knowledge discovery possible
from these large data repositories.
Frawley et al. define knowledge discovery as the nontrivial extraction of implicit,
previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data:
“Given a set of facts (data) F, a language L, and some measure of certainty C, we
define a pattern as a statement S in L that describes relationships among a subset FS
of F with a certainty c, such that S is simpler (in some sense) than the enumeration of
all facts in FS. A pattern that is interesting (according to a user-imposed interest
measure) and certain enough (again according to the user’s criteria) is called
knowledge. The output of a program that monitors the set of facts in a database and
produces patterns in this sense is discovered knowledge.”
A lot of valuable knowledge hidden in the databases can be discovered using data
mining approach, which is worth exploring. For example, to understand the
relationships between characteristics of patient symptoms and the illness so that
patients can utilize the results of this research to assist in guiding patients to connect
their own symptoms to the type of illness accurately large data sets and classification
methods in data mining technique can be used [6]. Applications of data mining
techniques in health care systems vary from heart disease prediction [4] to early
detection [7] or risk grouping [8] of prostate cancer, from predicting breast cancer
survivability [9], to assessing healthcare resource utilization of lung cancer patients
[10]. Kraft et al. studied for a process of knowledge generation for predicting the
length of stay of spinal cord injury patients. They used nursing diagnosis to predict
length of stay. As a result no one diagnostic cluster was found as the critical factor in
the prediction model. They claim that the decision of data to be warehoused becomes
very important for better application of data mining techniques and improve
knowledge discovery. This also shows that data warehousing and the design issues in
databases are also important, but this is a subject of another study. Chae et al.
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presented analysis of healthcare quality indicators using data mining techniques. They
identified the important factors influencing the inpatient mortality. They demonstrated
how a data mining technique could be used in developing continuous quality
improvement strategy. In literature it is possible to find other studies and applications
implementing different data mining techniques using data from different areas in
healthcare [13][14][15][16]. Some studies show that by accessing the right
information, at right time at right place enables taking the right action on time or
helps early prevention, while some studies emphasis the importance of quality and
availability of data. Accessing the right knowledge provides diagnosing and treating
patients, as well as to prevent and maintain some illnesses [17].

3 Distributed Medical Databases
3.1 Integration of Medical Databases
As healthcare institutions are hiring new information systems the data being
digitalized is increasing exponentially. These information systems are classified
according to place they are used and the type of data stored. Generally they are
classified as Hospital Information Systems (HIS), Radiology Information Systems
(RIS), Laboratory Information Systems (LIS), Picture Archiving and Communication
System (PACS) and so on[18]. All these systems are centralized stand-alone systems,
so they work independently from each other. As a result by the nature of the data type
stored in these systems heterogeneity is common. The other issue in medical
databases is, since the healthcare organizations are located in different places and
have their own data repositories the medical data are stored in distributed databases
by nature. So, distributed medical databases in this study refer to the medical
databases that are distributed because of their nature. Designing a distributed database
for a geographically dispersed organization is another issue.
Today, the healthcare systems around the world are moving towards the integration
of these distributed data sources, to improve the efficiency in healthcare services
through data sharing [19]. Building information systems without carefully planning
and developing independent systems for new services, with medical data of a patient
scattered in various stand-alone databases, causes cumulative inefficiencies in the
information processing and sharing, thus leading to medical mishaps and potential
risks in legal liabilities from patient care delivery [20]. As a result, integration of
existing heterogeneous databases to provide effective and efficient knowledge
discovery and better knowledge management in hospitals is one of the most popular
issues in healthcare informatics.
Although database integration issues are not new to database researchers, hospitals
have many unique characteristics which entail special integration design considerations
for the following reasons [1]:
•
•
•
•
•

Operational efficiency
Cost economy
Effective diagnostic decision making
Emergency care services
Legal requirements
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•
•

Strategic planning and risk management
Education and research

They proposed a virtual database integration approach for the database integration
needed in a hospital to solve data redundancy, data inconsistency, data model
incompatibility, time delay and inconvenience problems and satisfy the information
handling needs from various hospital services and functions and also retain the
autonomy of departmental system development and provide central planning and
control mechanism for system expansion. Integration is also important for multi-site
healthcare organizations. These organizations implement heterogeneous information
management systems interacting with distributed databases [21]. The study explores
the ‘middleware services’ as a solution to guarantee data exchange across different
types of applications and database management systems, and reduce the costs of
systems development and modification. Their study concluded that their design
architecture is a highly effective tool for developing reusable object/components that
can substantially reduce the time and effort required for system development and
maintenance. In [22] the integration problem of heterogeneous data in medicine is
studied. They present a concept and solution to support intra and also interinstitutional integration of systems that are being used in healthcare institutions. Their
concept was based on requirements of researchers and clinicians to integrate data
from various existing component systems. They represented a “light-weight”
approach to interconnect existent data sources, because of legal and regulatory
restrictions. Another study about integration is given in [23]. They developed various
methods and tools for database integration, because they mention that different
biological and clinical research projects are based on collaborative efforts among
international organizations. The method they present detects the inconsistencies
automatically and stores the corresponding transformations in a formal structure to
support knowledge discovery professionals. In literature it is possible to find different
kinds of integration solutions like a framework used to integrate molecular biology
database using context graph [24], an architecture based on multi-agent system and
grid technology [25] and other studies for the integration of genomic data [26][27].
Integration of medical databases is an important issue and necessary for knowledge
discovery in databases. Even it is not discussed in this study, also legal and privacy
issues are important and should be considered during integration process.
3.2 Data Mining Applications on Distributed Medical Databases
Since modern medicine generates almost daily huge amounts of heterogeneous data
and the stored medical data may contain images, signals, clinical information,
cholesterol levels, etc., as well as the physician's interpretation [28], researchers
present architecture for cooperative work in heterogeneous medical information, such
as Hospital Information System(HIS) and Laboratory Information System (LIS) [29].
A methodology and operational framework for applying data mining techniques
from distributed and heterogeneous clinical data sources is presented by [30]. In their
study they state that epidemiological studies are important for health prevention and
health prevention is highly dependent on information transfer. To solve the problem
of mining heterogeneous and distributed data sources they indicate that a multi-phase
data integration procedure should be followed. After the integration methodology,
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they propose their study on the specifics of knowledge discovery processes. They
particularly study on discovery of interesting associations between the recorded
patients’ clinical data items. Association analysis is the discovery of association rules
showing attribute-value conditions that occur frequently together in a given set of data
[31]. They make the assumption that these associations may be linked with indicative
epidemiological and health-indicators. Their results show the effectiveness of
respective distributed data mining operations. As a result they discover and form
interesting associations according to specific query posted by the user via the patient
clinical data directory service. Another study presents an intelligent agent based
framework for knowledge discovery comprising multiple heterogeneous healthcare
data resources [32]. They argue that with the existence of multiple heterogeneous data
repositories in a healthcare enterprise a distributed data community, such that any data
mining effort draws upon the ‘holistic’ data available within the entire healthcare
enterprise should be established. The proposed multi Agent-Based Data Mining InfoStructure (ADMI), uses the advantage of a multi-agent architecture which features the
amalgamation of various types of intelligent agents, each responsible for an
independent task. It is responsible for the generation of data-mediated diagnosticsupport and strategic services. They designed the Interface Agent (IA) to collect userspecification for a data mining service via a web-based interface, Data Collection
Agent (DCA) to facilitate the on-demand retrieval of relevant data from the multiple
healthcare data repositories, Data Mining Agent (DMA) for coordinating the entire
data mining activities, and Services Generation Agent (SGA) to process the data
mining results produced by DMA to generate decision-support or strategic services as
per the user’s request. They demonstrate that autonomous, reactive and proactive
intelligent agents provide an opportunity to generate end-user oriented, packaged,
value-added decision-support/strategic planning services for healthcare professionals
and managers. Their work was leverage and a prototype version of their framework is
under development.
As the volume of data stored increase, new challenges for their effective
understanding raise. Since the processes and activities that are computationally
intensive, collaborative and distributed in nature are involved in knowledge discovery
in large data repositories, high level frame works like Knowledge Grid are developed
[33]. Grid computing aims to aggregate distributed computing resources, hide their
specifications and present a homogenous interface to end users for high performance
or high throughput computation [34]. The grid can play a significant role in providing
an effective computational infrastructure support for data mining from very large
datasets maintained over geographically distributed sites by using computational
power of distributed systems [35].
Grid technology can be used in hospitals and medical related works to share and
integrate heterogeneous medical sources [36]. The study also introduces the related
works on medical grid applications. The applications introduced are mostly related
with databases storing medical images like CT, MRI and mammograms. Since the
digital medical images represent a tremendous amount of data, a hospital is capable of
producing several Terabytes of medical image data each year. Because of this reason
using grid technologies for medical image databases is more common.
The DataMiningGrid system is a system that has been designed and developed in
order to meet the requirements of modern and distributed data mining scenarios. The
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system was recently built on top of existing Globus technology inter alia to address
the requirements of a community of medical users and enable them to perform on-thefly analysis of geographically distributed medical databases. DataMiningGrid system
provides tools and services facilitating the grid-enabling of various applications
including data mining and statistical applications without major intervention on the
application side [37]. The details of DataMiningGrid system architecture is introduced
with details in [38]. The study also presents the grid-enabling data mining
applications and the requirements. It is claimed that there is still a long way to go
before grids can be widely used in the medical domain, however prototypes and
experiments are developed on medical applications [39].

4 Conclusion
The studies show that there is variety of data mining applications on medical
database. These studies have been conducted on different subjects in healthcare like
cancer prediction, length of hospital stay optimization and so on. In literature different
data mining techniques applied to centralized information repositories, and some
studies make the comparison between these techniques. We can say that there is a
lack of data mining applications on distributed medical databases. The recent trends
on data mining on distributed medical databases are mostly in design base, or applied
in sample databases. The future directions on database and data mining applications is
designing more scalable and internet based data mining architectures so that the data
will be available anytime by everyone who has access to Internet.
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